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Dear Friends and Financial Advisory Clients:

I want to begin this mid-quarter letter by sharing hope from everyone at Vahanian & Associates
that you are all having a wonderful summer. As you hopefully are doing so, we continue our job
of stewarding the investments which you have entrusted to our care. Along those lines, we have
decided to make a mild adjustment in approach that is simply intended to take into consideration
the current investment climate which we now feel merits a bit more caution.

While our overall outlook for global economies – including the United States - remains upbeat,
an increasingly unstable domestic and global political backdrop has led us to decide upon a
slightly more cautious approach for the near term. So, in simple terms, we are lowering our sails
just a bit. Depending upon your individual risk tolerance profiles and situations, we are generally
reducing your equity market exposures by around 5-15 percent.

Of course, this has been a strong year for most financial markets, so investors have generally
been well rewarded. And there could certainly be more strength to come. But, as you well know
by now, at Vahanian & Associates, we pride ourselves on a disciplined and patient approach.
Over the past few years our message has consistently been one that encouraged ignoring the
often-overwhelming distractions of daily headlines which can cloud clear and poised decision-
making. Rest assured, this mild adjustment is not a sudden or impulsive response to the latest
chapter of domestic political dysfunction. However, it is about being respectful of our progress
while also responsibly acknowledging that enough additional uncertainty is present to merit a
dose of additional caution.

So, are we concerned of some major correction at this time? Such an event is always possible.
But no, we don’t see conditions in place for that to occur. We simply are doing our job. That is
what you count on us for. We feel this adjustment is a very responsible action being taken on
your behalf in an environment that we still view as generally upbeat.




